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The new Spinner® PRO combines 
the time-proven ergonomics,

quality and function of the world’s 
best-selling bikes and adds a host 

of new features that raise the
bar on a proven classic.



ITEM NUMBER:
OVERALL DIMENSIONS:
OVERALL WEIGHT: 
SHIPPING DIMENSIONS:
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 
FLYWHEEL WEIGHT: 
COLOR: 
WARRANTY:

Solid steel frame and 
stamped gusset protect 
from sweat and corrosion.

 Heavier 43 lb. Flywheel 
provides a smoother, road bike 
feel that Spinning® pioneered 
35 years ago.

Smart Phone / Tablet Platform
Adjustable platform fits different mobile 
device sizes. 

Dual Water Bottle Cages
Handlebar-mounted water bottle 
cages allow for fast, easy access to 
hydration during rides. 

One Bolt Drivetrain Access Panel
Removing one bolt and panel is all 
that is required to gain access to 
the drivetrain adjustment area.

Industry Leading Q-Factor 
The distance between the pedals (the 
Q factor) is optimized to match hip 
width in order to minimize hip, knee or 
ankle discomfort.
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Belt Tension Visibility Window  
A small visibility window allows for
checking the chain or belt tension
without having to remove any parts.

 
       
   
       

    
      

 
 

 
       
   
       

    
      

 
 

Belt Tension Visibility 
Window.
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Steel Tube Frame
Proprietary shaped and powder-
coated steel tube frame is lightweight 
and contoured for strength and sweat 
resistance.

43 lb Perimeter-Weighted Flywheel 
The heavy perimeter-weighted design, 
along with the leather friction brake 
pad, offers a smooth inertia for the 
classic Spinner® feel. 

Proven Friction Resistance Brake
Durable leather brake pad for a classic 
Spinner® feel. 

Fully Adjustable Saddle and Handlebars
Precision vertical adjustments paired 
with micro-adjustable fore/aft sliders on 
both saddle and handlebars allow for a 
precise custom fit.

Fully Adjustable Stabilizer Feet  
Large fully threaded feet at all 
corners allow the bike to be leveled 
and stable on all floor surfaces.

Easy Transport Wheels 
Edge-mounted transport wheels 
allow for easy portability.
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10-027
48” L x 20.4” (122 x 52 cm)
140 lb (63.5 kg)
47” L x 11” W x 40” H
BELT: 146 lb (66 kg)
43 lb (19.5 kg) over-sized perimeter-weighted 
Matt Black / Gold
2 year Standard / 1 year Labour




